
Material The Cardiff Collection is a slightly 

sleaker, country collection, made of the famous oak 

top in the Oil-Grey colour in combination with RAL 

9010. Characteristic are the beautiful tops with the 

remarkable edge and the marine fittings in bronze on 

the doors and drawers.

 

Possibilities This extensive collection consists of a 

lot of articles, like a corner table, a rectangular coffee 

table  with 2 drawers on one side and 3 straw baskets 

on the other, a square coffee table with 1 drawer and 2 

baskets, a dining table available in 3 lengths, a sliding 

door cabinet available in 2 sizes, a tv cabinet available 

in 2 sizes, a showcase, a bookcase, a maiden cabinet 

and a big dresser.

Maintenance It is important to maintain your 

Cardiff furniture in order to keep it looking beautiful, 

as you would with other cherished items. 

Remove stains immediately; do NOT rub the spill, dab it 

with a paper towel or an absorbing cloth. Do NOT use or 

apply any furniture maintenance products containing 

silicone or solvents like; stain removers, turpentine or 

white-spirit. 

Stains can be removed with water and mild natural 

soap if necessary. Be careful with cleaning products 

containing bleach additives (Lemon for example). 

Abrasive cleaning products shouldn’t be used at all. 

The oak top should be treated with our special 

maintenance oil once a year. 

Minor damage or shrinkage seams can easily be treated 

with a Richmond touch-up stick. 

This way you will keep your furniture looking beautiful 

and it will last for ever.

Delivery time The delivery time on the Cardiff 

collection is 4 weeks.

Cardiff



836005 OAK 215x173x50 cm 836006 OAK 220x230x50 cm

837001 50x180x45 cm

827005 76x220x100 cm

827006 45x100x100 cm

837005 102x80x40 cm 837006 50x120x45cm 837009 90x230x50cm

Cardiff

827001 45x60x60 cm 827002 45x130x80 cm

837002 200x70x40 cm 837004 220x70x40 cm

827004 76x190x90 cm
827003 76x160x90 cm


